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We start off with a much-sought-after archival treat!

COMMITMENT IWILL CONNELL JTIJASON KAO HWANG/WILLIAM
PARKER/ZEN
MATSURAI - The Complete Recordings 1981-1983 [Ltd Ed of 1000; 2

CD
setl (NoBusiness CD 12-L3; EEC) Featuring Will Connell, Jr. on alto
sax, bass clarinets & flutes, Jason Kao Hwang on violin, viola & bird
calls, William Parker on acoustic bass and Zen Matsura on drums.
During the height of the Ioft jazz scene in NYC (1975-1985), there
were dozens of impressive ensembles playing in Iofts & small clubs,
all trying to survive and get some attention. I attended many of
these gigs and saw bands like Commitment every week for years on
end.
Their first gig was at the Ladies Fort in September of L978, a club
on Bond Street run by jazz singer Joe Lee Wilson down the block from
the Studio Rivbea which was run by Sam Rivers. I caught Commitment
back then as well as at their reunion at the Vision Fest a few years
back and was knocked out on all occasions.

Saxist & flutist Will Connell is one of those under-recognized
local legends that many musicians know of, but not the avant-jazz
audience so much. Will has worked with Horace Tapscott, Chico
Hamilton when he lived in L.A. and later with William Parker's Little
Huey Creative Music Orchestra as well as with large ensembles led by
Cecil Taylor & Steve Swell. Violinist Jason Hwang is another gifted
and ambitious musician who keeps turning up in a variety of different
settirgs, as a collaborator as well as Ieading a couple of larger
ensembles. His string orchestra was one of the highlights of Vision
Fest 2009. Contrabass giant, multi -instrumentalist, multi -bandleader
& composer William Parker is way too influential & busy to need any
sort of an introduction here . Zen Matsura is another of those
intuitive musicians who only plays what he feels is right. I hadn't
heard anything about him in long while until he reappeared at the
Vision Fest reunion gig and was especially glad to hear & see him
once again.

The double disc features the one & only rare Commitment LP which
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was recorded in 1980. The Iast two pieces on Disc 1 and the entirety
of Disc 2 feature a recently discovered long-lost set from a festival
in Germany in May of 1983. The music is something else entirely! It
is still fresh and filled spiritual beauty. The sublime blend of
flute, violin, bowed bass and mallets on the opener, "Mountain Song"
is most soothing. The front-line of the alto sax and violin on "The
Web of Forces" is intense & spirited, the quartet launches off for
the stratosphere tightly as one strong integrated force, Both Will's
alto sax and Jason's violin burn together, reaching for the stars.
This recording is thirty years old next month and already William
Parker was showing his power, creativity and pumping bass as a
singular force to be reckoned with. Jason's fragile, slightly
bent-toned violin glides on the top of "Famine" similar to the way
Leroy lenkins'distinctive violin added something special to the
sound of the Revolutionary Ensemble, (whose bassist Sirone was an

early member of Commitment). In many way this music does capture
an
era of combining cultures, ideas, genres and styles while remaining
free of the cliches of fusion, funk & other commercial music that was
popular then. Thanks to the Vision Fest & the weekly gigs at Local

?69, that vibe is stil! with us today. The entire 77-minute set is
well captured here and is spectacular throughout. Why not commit your
self and take a copy home for yourself?!? - Bruce Lee Gallanter,
Downtown Music GallerY
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